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Anderson is recognized as a progressive veteran Democratic
Finance Committee staffer and leader in tech policy circles - an
increasingly unusual combination. He is a Senate veteran with
deep policy expertise, and brings a full suite of tools for the use of Monument’s clients.
Most recently, Anderson led Sen. Ron Wyden’s (D-OR) technology team as Senior Advisor for Technology
and Trade - the only tech team in the Senate. Senator Wyden considers technology issues a cornerstone
of his policy agenda, and Anderson led this work that cut across a large number of issue areas. His team
focused on everything from consumer privacy to government surveillance and encryption. His areas of
special policy and political expertise lie in the conversations around intermediary liability and free speech
online.
In 2018, he helped author and introduce Sen. Wyden’s forward-leaning consumer privacy bill, which
has been key in recent bicameral Democratic discussions around data collection, sharing, and use.
Additionally, he led efforts to preserve Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act, the critical law
that protects platforms from liability for user-generated content. In 2017, he helped coordinate efforts
around reforming Section 702 of FISA, where Sen. Wyden played a key role by authoring the USA RIGHTS
Act.
Prior to leading the Senator’s tech work, Anderson was professional staff on the Finance Committee’s trade
team. In that role, he advised the Senator and the Finance Committee on a range of trade issues, including
trade preferences and trade adjustment assistance, and he was in the trenches for the fight over Trade
Promotion Authority in 2015. He joined the Finance Committee in 2012, under Sen. Baucus, where he was
a tax policy analyst and advisor.
Anderson is a graduate of Brandeis University and the George Washington University, and lives with his
wife, two daughters, and Toyota Corolla in Washington, DC.
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